DigiPrint

TM

This digitally printed mat is manufactured
on a state-of-the-art digital printer that dyes
your logo directly onto a nylon carpet. As
our top-selling logo mat, the DigiPrint™ is
the ultimate combination of eye-catching
appeal and steadfast durability. Designed for
high-traffic indoor applications, this mat is
certified "high traction" by the National Floor
Safety Institute. Available in 25 background
colors and unlimited logo colors.
INDOOR MAT

SuperScrape Impressions
TM

This all-rubber mat features multicolor
images produced by molding digitally
printed thermoplastic onto a durable
Nitrile rubber base. Produced with
our new circular surface cleats, the
SuperScrape™ Impressions offers
superior slip resistance and scraping
action, all while promoting your brand for
outdoor and indoor applications. Certified
"high traction" by the National Floor
Safety Institute. Unlimited logo colors and
free Pantone™ matching available.

OUTDOOR MAT

Waterhog Inlay
TM

The perfect combination of design and
function, these mats are created using our
unique inlay process where the logo design
is cut and pieced together like a jigsaw
puzzle. Heavy duty rubber backing lays
flat and does not curl. Ideal for indoor and
outdoor applications. Absorbing up to 1.5
gallons of water per square yard, this mat is
sure to protect your floors in style.
OUTDOOR MAT

How can logo floor mats work for you?
DigiPrint

TM

Reef™ sandals recently launched a campaign to influence
impulse purchases. They placed DigiPrint™ logo mats
in front of shoe displays and customer "shoe-fitting
stations" throughout each domestic distributor
location. In this high visibility application, the Reef™
name stayed in front of the customer during their shoe
shopping experience, influencing their selection. Upon
distribution of the mats, Reef™ domestic sales increased
25%. Logo floor mats make an excellent addition to
point-of-purchase displays!

SuperScrape Impressions
TM

The Coca-Cola™ Company often seeks to promote
loyalty among distributors by rewarding those carrying
their product line over a competitor's. For each of
these loyal distributors, Coca-Cola™ purchased a
SuperScrape™ Impressions mat, featuring their own
logo along with the distributor's logo. Co-branded
logo floor mats are excellent for promoting business
partnerships in an attractive and tangible way.

Waterhog Inlay
TM

Hilton Hotels™ use Waterhog™ Inlay
mats on a daily basis. This upscale hotel
brand values superior service and elite
brand imaging, so keeping their hotel up
to par is a top priority. Hilton™ trusts our
premier matting products to meet these high
standards. Our Waterhog™ Inlay mat helps
keep floors clean, safe and dry all while
displaying your logo to promote an image
that lasts!

